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The Golden Age Man and Woman 

Part I 
We are calling thousands of you to embody your mastery now so 
you can create new paradigms on every level of your Earth life. 
Every Golden Age is created by those who are willing to manifest 
from the level of Presence. We are speaking to the hearts of all 
those who know you are here to co-create the next Golden Age of 
Freedom.            Masters Kuthumi and Lady Claire 

Master Lady Nada 

Many hearts are hearing the call to begin walking their mastery as Golden Age 
men and women who are fully dedicated to supporting all that is in harmony with 
Unity or Christ Consciousness. The life of a Golden Age man or woman will be 
their unique song and it will be in harmony with the symphony of the universe. For 
the director is not the limited personality self as it has been in the past, it is rather 
the Presence that is shared by all. The walk of a Golden Age man or woman will 
be a pure demonstration of Oneness. 

Humanity has been able to go the moon, yet the greater exploration is not into 
outer space, yet rather into the inner space that is calling you into creating the new, 



rather than re-creating the past ~ a past that has brought humanity into fear-based 
living and false loving, duality and separation.   

The Golden Age man and woman could be seen as spiritual warriors, yet there is 
truly nothing to battle against. The play of the dark simply represents 
disconnection with one’s true inheritance. When you love the Truth that resides 
above the war zones created by duality, life appears very differently.   

You have been preparing to move into this next spiral of consciousness for 
thousands of years, yet your hearts have not been open enough to feel the true 
depth of your own yearning. You have not been intimate enough with yourself to 
experience your own deep-seated desire to live in the unconditional love that is 
truly possible on the earth plane. We witness many of you screaming into the 
heavens to please give you another way of living.   

Though you are witnessing the necessary purification that is taking place on your 
Earth, many of you are seeing the Light at the end of the tunnel. You are 
witnessing the real possibility of using all the lessons you have learned to literally 
transform yourselves out of the fear-driven instincts that brought you to the edge of 
being swallowed up in your own unconsciousness. You are seeing that you 
accepted your illusionary limitations because you were taught that they were 
necessary for your very survival.  

Over the centuries, human beings forgot  
how to live from the depth of their  

authentic capacity to love. 
 

They lost their connection to themselves as a Divine Spark of Source and they 
even disconnected from being stewards of the Earth. During the end days of 
Atlantis the elite began seeing your glorious Earth as their own personal 
playground and eventually everyone began to experience and accept the pain of 
separation until at the end fear, survival, sexual abuse and all of the dramas that 
naturally arise out of wanting more power and control became the foundational 
principles of your third dimensional world.   

You even learned how to enjoy being afraid and this tendency is still evident in the 
dramas that you are either living or watching in your theaters. These dramas also 



demonstrate the belief that you must fight for what you want or be in a state of 
accelerated excitement to feel your aliveness. Yet I share with you from my heart, 
beloveds, that Divine Love is the key to unlock what you are truly seeking.  

Archangel Metatron and the Queen of Light 

To lift you out of all the drama that has arisen from years of living in limited levels 
of consciousness, we are here with the Elohim, the Cosmic Beings, the Archangels 
and your ancient Star Elders to assist you in connecting with the 5th dimensional 
grid of consciousness that is already around your body and around the Earth. This 
grid is functioning like an immense womb that contains all the right frequencies for 
preparing your world and all of life to move into a glorious new octave of 
consciousness.     

Golden Age men and women are being asked to demonstrate this new octave by 
walking on the Earth in their 5th dimensional bodies of consciousness. It is vital 
that there are emissaries who are truly living their mastery by focusing the majority 
of their attention on living as their Master Self.  

This is your invitation to walk in that Love as  
Golden Age men, women and children.  

 
To assist you, we have created The Golden Age Man and Woman Course to 
personally mentor you to live as your Master Self and co-create a new Golden 
Age.  

*** 

To learn more about The Golden Age Man and Woman Course created by the 
Masters, go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on Golden 
Age Man and Woman. 

“Walk the Earth as a Living Master” is now available as an Online Course. To 
learn how you can work personally with these Masters to achieve your own 
mastery, go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com & click on Mastery I. 

The Courses at www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com have been designed by 
the Ascended Masters to assist you in reclaiming your Spiritual Heart and living in 
freedom and abundance. 



The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by the Unveiled 
Mystery School of the Ascended Masters, created by the Masters to assist humanity 
in living their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’ transmissions, facilitators of 
the Courses and coordinators of the school are Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. 
Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation: Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and 
has been receiving transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has 
been in communication with the Masters for over 30 years and has written more 
than a dozen spiritual books. 
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